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Disclaimer
Important Notice
PLEASE READ THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS ENTITLED “DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY”, “NO
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES”, “REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU”, “CAUTIONARY
NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS”, “MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND NO CONSENT
OF OTHER PERSONS”, “NO ADVICE”, “NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE”, “RESTRICTIONS ON
DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION” AND “RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES” CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY
DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR
OTHER PROFESSIONAL
ADVISOR(S).
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an
offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.
This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer
by Eclat World to use their services (as specified in the whitepaper) or to purchase any tokens nor shall it or any part
of it, nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment
decision.
No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the services offered by Eclat
World (as specified in the whitepaper), or as the sale and purchase of the tokens and no cryptocurrency, or other
form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper. Any agreement as between ECLAT World and
you, and in relation to any services offered by Eclat World (as specified in the whitepaper) as well as the sell and
purchase of tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only a separate document setting out the
terms and conditions (the “T&Cs”) of such agreement. In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and
this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information
set out in this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules
of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable
laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. There are risks and uncertainties associated with
ECLAT World and the respective businesses and operations (each as referred to in this Whitepaper).
This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any country where
distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited or restricted. No part of this Whitepaper is to be
reproduced, distributed or disseminated without including this section and the following sections entitled “Disclaimer
of Liability”, “No Representations and Warranties”, “Representations and Warranties By You”, “Cautionary Note On
Forward-Looking Statements”, “Market and Industry Information and No Consent of Other Persons”, “Terms Used”,
“No Advice”, “No Further Information or Update”, “Restrictions On Distribution and Dissemination” and “Risks and
Uncertainties”.

Disclaimer of Liability
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations, and rules, Eclat World shall not be liable for
any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or
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otherwise (including, but not limited to, loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in
connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you. Understand that all
information pertaining to the services offered by Eclat World (as specified in the Whitepaper) is contained in the
Whitepaper and on this website. All information provided by a referral source is not authorized by Eclat World and
should not be relied upon.

No Representations and Warranties
Eclat World does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in
any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the
truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. Eclat World does not
guarantee or warrant the site will be uninterrupted, without delay, error-free, omission-free, or free of viruses.
Therefore, the information is provided “as is” without warranties of any kind, express or implied, including accuracy,
timeliness and completeness.

Representation and Warranties by You
By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may
be), you represent and warrant to Eclat World as follows:
(a) you agree and acknowledge that the tokens do not constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction;
(b) you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or other document of any sort,

is not intended to constitute another of securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities, you
are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment
is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper;
(c) you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the
Initial Token Sale, or future trading of tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted or
deemed by you as an indication of the merits of Eclat World;
(e) the distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the
same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where
any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at
your own expense and without liability to Eclat World;
(f) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to use the services offered by
Eclat World (as specified in the Whitepaper), or purchase any tokens, the services and/or tokens are not to be
construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:
(i) Any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;
(ii) Debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity;
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All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to Eclat World or persons acting on behalf of Eclat World are
expressly qualified in their entirety by such factors. Given that risks and uncertainties that may cause the actual future
results, performance or achievements of Eclat World to be materially different from that expected, expressed or
implied by the forward-looking statements in this Whitepaper, undue reliance must not be placed on these statements.
These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date of this Whitepaper.
Neither Eclat World nor any other person represents, warrants and/or undertakes that the actual future results,
performance or achievements of Eclat World will be as discussed in those forward-looking statements. The actual
results, performance or achievements of Eclat World may differ materially from those anticipated in forward looking
statements. Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or
undertaking as to the future performance or policies of Eclat World.
Further, Eclat World disclaim any responsibility to update any forward-looking statements or publicly announce any
revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events or circumstances, even if new
information becomes available or other events occur in the future.

Market and Industry Information and Consent of Other Persons
This Whitepaper includes market and industry information, and forecasts that have been obtained from internal
surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available information and
industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available information and publications
generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there
can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such included information. Save for Eclat World,
respective directors, executive officers and employees, no person has provided his or her consent to the inclusion of
his or her name and/or other information attributed or perceived to be attributed to such person in connection
therewith in this Whitepaper and no representation, warranty or undertaking is purported to be provided as to the
accuracy or completeness of such information by such person, and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any
updates on the same. While Eclat World has taken reasonable actions to ensure that the information is extracted
accurately and in its proper context, Eclat World has not conducted any independent review of the information
extracted from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the
underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither Eclat World, nor respective directors,
executive officers and employees acting on behalf makes any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.

Terms Used
To facilitate a better understanding of Eclat World, and the businesses and operations of Eclat World certain technical
terms and abbreviations, as well as, in certain instances, their descriptions, have been used in this Whitepaper. These
descriptions and assigned meanings should not be treated as being definitive of their meanings and may not
correspond to standard industry meanings or usage.
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(iii) Rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;
(iv) Rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which
is to secure a profit or avoid a loss;

(v) Units in a collective Staking & Lending scheme;
(vi) Units in a business trust;
(vii) Derivatives of units in a business trust; or
(viii) Any other security or class of securities.
(g) you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission
mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrency, blockchain-based ecosystem, cryptocurrency
wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology;
(h) you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to use the services offered by
Eclat World (as specified in the Whitepaper) or purchase any tokens, there are risks associated with Eclat World &
respective business and operations (each as referred to in the Whitepaper);
(i) you are fully aware and understand that cryptocurrency may have tax implications in your jurisdiction, including
value added tax and capital gains tax; and you agree and acknowledge that Eclat World is not liable for any
consequences arising from tax implications regarding the services and/or Eclat ELT tokens;
(j) you are fully aware and understand that transactions regarding the services and/or tokens may be subject to
regulations in your jurisdiction regarding barter exchanges;
(k) you agree and acknowledge that Eclat World is not liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or
other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits,
and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or
any part thereof by you; and
(l) all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and not misleading from the time of
your access to and/or acceptance of possession this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be).

Cautionary Note on Forward-Looking Statements
All statements contained in this Whitepaper, statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the
public and oral statements that may be made by Eclat World or their respective directors, executive officers or
employees acting on behalf of Eclat World (as the case may be), that are not statements of historical fact,
constitute “forward looking statements”. Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such
as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”,
“probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, “will” or other
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Similar Terms.
However, these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. All statements regarding
Eclat World financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects of the industry, in
which Eclat World is mentioned are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements, including but not
limited to statements as to Eclat Worldrevenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends
and other matters discussed in this Whitepaper regarding Eclat World are matters that are not historical facts, but only
predictions. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that
may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of Eclat World to be materially different from any
future results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements; i.e.:
(a) Changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and the regulatory
environment in the countries in which Eclat World conducts its respective businesses and operations;
(b) The risk that Eclat World may be unable or execute or implement their respective business strategies and future
plans;
(c) Changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrency;
(d) Changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of Eclat World;
(e) Changes in the availability and fees payable to Eclat World in connection with their respective businesses and
operations;
(f) Changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by Eclat World to operate their respective
businesses and operations;

(g) Changes in preferences of customers of Eclat World
(h) Changes in competitive conditions under which Eclat World operates, and the ability of Eclat World to compete
Under such conditions;
(i) Changes in the future capital needs of Eclat World and the availability of financing and capital to fund such needs;
(j) War or acts of international or domestic terrorism;
(k) Occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect the businesses and/or
operations of Eclat World;
(l) Other factors beyond the control of Eclat World; and
(m) Any risk and uncertainties associated with Eclat World and their businesses and operations (each as referred to in
the Whitepaper).
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Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words importing the
masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neutral genders and vice versa. References to
persons shall include corporations.

No Advice
No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice regarding Eclat
World. You should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor(s) regarding Eclat World.

No Further Information of Update
No person has been or is authorized to give any information or representation not contained in this
Whitepaper in connection with Eclat World and their respective businesses and operations (each as referred to in
the Whitepaper) and, if given, such information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized
by or on behalf of Eclat World. The services (as specified in the whitepaper) and the Initial Token Sale (as referred to
in the Whitepaper) shall not, under any circumstances, constitute a continuing representation or create any
suggestion or implication that there has been no change, or development reasonably likely to involve a material
change in the affairs, conditions and prospects of Eclat World or in any statement of fact or information contained in
this Whitepaper since the date hereof.

Restrictions on Distribution and Dissemination
The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws,
regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform
yourself about and to observe, any restrictions which apply to your possession of this Whitepaper or such part
thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to Eclat World. Persons to whom a copy of
this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have the Whitepaper in
their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this Whitepaper or any
information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.

Risk and Uncertainties
Prospective users of Eclat World (as referred to in this Whitepaper) should carefully consider and evaluate all risks
and uncertainties associated with Eclat World and their respective businesses and operations (each as referred to in
the Whitepaper), all information set out in this Whitepaper and the T&Cs. If any of such risks and uncertainties
develops into actual events, the business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of Eclat World
could be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the tokens.
United States citizens and/or residents are prohibited from using any services offered by Eclat World and from
participating in the token sale.
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Abstract
Since the invention of Bitcoin over a decade ago the blockchain and crypto
space has evolved significantly. It was inevitable because the old, traditional
financial market needed a disruption. Financial manipulations, global
inequality and the inefficient and expensive transfer of value causes a lack of
trust in the banks. 1.7 Billion people are still unbanked and therefore cut off
from lending and investing.
While the Internet made it possible to exchange digital information, the blockchain made it possible to exchange value
digitally and in a transparent, effective, decentralized way. The invention of Binance Smart Chain and the development
of smart contracts opened a whole new world of opportunities and made the recent DeFi (decentralized finance) Boom
possible. Many different projects in every financial sector start to disrupt the financial system for good. Within a year
the total value locked in DeFi exploded by 1000% from just 1 Billion. USD to over 10 Billion. But that is just the
beginning.
One major area in the financial system caught our attention, the area of investment. The flaws of the traditional way of
investing led to global inequality. Only the financially educated, highly connected and rich people have access to the
best investment opportunities. Our vision that everybody on the planet should be able to grow their wealth, no matter
what position they are in at the moment, laid the foundation for Eclat World, a global fund, decentralized, easy to
understand and easily accessible, for all and ruled by all, to reach the peak of the markets.

Vision

“

“The vision of Eclat World is to enable everybody on the

planet to grow their wealth, no matter what position they
are in at the moment.”

“We want to provide a decentralized investment gateway
that is easy to use and accessible for millions of people to
shape their future“
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Decentralizing Finance
Traditional Markets and their flaws
In today's world, almost every financial service is run by a centralized construct of banks. A life without any form of
money is not possible. And money is issued by central banks. Without borrowing and lending, no companies could be
established, no homes could be acquired. Although there are some attempts of private organizations to offer loans the
majority is still in control of banks. For Investing, the idea of growing wealth by putting money into dividend-making
instruments, banks are usually involved, too. So, for any financial matter, banks are usually somehow involved. But
while the current financial system contributed a lot to human evolution it is still a regime with many flaws, like all
systems that are built on trust.

The Unbanked
About 1.7 billion people still do not use banks in any form and therefore are cut off from the mainstream financial
system. Many of them stated lack of money & trust, high fees & accessibility as the biggest reasons for not having a
bank account. Being excluded from the financial system is one of the main reasons for poverty and has to be
conquered.

High costs & slow transactions
Although the world is as highly connected as ever before, financial transactions still remain slow and expensive,
especially if transferred cross border. Furthermore, high costs of maintaining bank accounts with even higher
remittance fees structure are anything but convenient.

Lack of Trust
Financial Institutions, besides Governments, are the least trusted by the people (especially in the western world), due
to many careless or willingly corrupt acts which led to major fatal crises like the financial meltdown in 2008. Even
today, over a decade later one bank scandal follows the next like the famous leak of the Panama Papers or the
Fintech Files.

Global Inequality
The global wealth is controlled by a small population who has major advantages compared to the rest of the world,
like access to different asset classes and financial opportunities. The top 1% control still 47% of the global wealth.
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Manipulation
In a centralized financial system, governments can manipulate it to financially censor their citizens by freezing
accounts, removing funds, denying access to payment systems etc. like happened in Greece or devaluing their own
currency which leads to a hyperinflation as seen in Venezuela.

Systematic Risk of Centralization
A web of a few centralized entities which control the global financial market is a big risk, as seen in the financial
meltdown 2008. The dependencies can cause a domino effect and one bank after another has to be bailed out by the
Governments with billions of dollars to limit the damage. The ones that lose the most are always the poorest.
All these risks & drawbacks have been well-known but without a real alternative there was no choice but to continue
with the current system. That is about to change.

The Solution
The good news is that with the proliferation of smartphones & internet access combined with the development of
decentralized technologies like Blockchain is enabling us to completely overhaul the current global financial system &
replace it with a new financial ecosystem which is fair, equitable & accessible to all.

DeFi - Disrupting the financial market
Traditional vs. Fintech vs. Decentralized
While the flaws of the traditional financial systems are based on the centralized bureaucratic behemoth of trust,
administration and regulation, Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is about to break this construct all together and is going
to provide a more democratic, fair, open and permissionless way with minimal bureaucracy and no middlemen to
benefit everybody. FinTech companies made the first step by trying to eliminate some flaws of the traditional market,
but the improvements are still limited, due to the fact that the underlying banking system is still in control. Only DeFi
and its trust minimized solutions can disrupt this market and eliminate the core of the flaws.
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Exponential Growth of DeFi
While the invention of CryptoCurrencies started the disruption they first limited their use case for making money
and payments universally accessible to anyone, decentralized financial services go even further by disrupting not
only payment, but also savings, loans, trading and insurance. No wonder that experts say that blockchain
technology is even more disruptive than the internet. So far over 11 Billion Dollars is already locked in DeFi
Services like lending or in Derivatives (Sep. 2020), growing exponentially. And this is just the Beginning,
disrupting a multi-trillion Dollar market.

DeFi Landscape
As the total value locked in DeFi is growing exponentially so does the variety of solutions in the different
financial market areas. On the Binance Smart blockchain, the major underlying protocol, new projects pop up
every week to provide solutions for credit & lending, derivatives, exchange and investing.
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While current DeFi projects in the investment area are trying to get traditional investing solutions and asset
management on the blockchain, Eclat World went even a step further and created one global fund for all,
transparent to all, governed by all, to reach the Eclat of the Markets.

ECLAT WORLD Global Community
Issues of the Investment Market
Current Problems that Investors face
The desire of every investor is pretty simple: Maximum
return! While some might be interested in the How, the
majority of investors just want to enjoy the monthly growth
of their money. The main key factors for investors are:

•

Delivering the capital

•

Getting the highest return

•

Avoiding too much risk

It is not their job to choose the right assets nor to search for the right people who do it for them. But in traditional
markets it’s exactly that way. They are usually overwhelmed by the huge amount of possibilities. Liquid assets like
Bonds, Shares, CFD, ETFs, Futures, Raw Materials and many more are tradable on the markets. So investors can
either educate themselves and get somehow through the asset forest or they have to search for someone who is
able to do it. But there are many hurdles to get to the right person. Mostly, the best Asset Managers are out of
reach for the average Joe.
A couple of years ago Cryptocurrency were a pretty small area which just a few projects to invest in. Currently
(Dec. 2021) there are already over 10000+ Projects listed on Coinmarketcap.com and the market is growing
rapidly, making it nearly impossible for investors to make the right choices.
Eclat World Community will solve these issues once and for all. Investors don’t have to choose between the vast
amount of assets anymore. They don’t have to search for asset managers any longer, too. The only thing they
have to do is to link their capital to the Eclat World Ecosystem. And due to the decentralized nature of the ECLAT ELT Token, investors will always stay in control of their funds.
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Problems that asset managers face
Good Traders and Asset Managers usually have built their
expertise over years and went through a lot of struggle
until they got profitable. To share their skills with others
they want, and deserve, a commission. In fact, like
investors want to maximize their ROI, Asset Managers
want to maximize their commission. But managing funds
for others is not easy, especially in the traditional markets.
There are a lot of bureaucratic hurdles to overcome. And
then they have to search for new clients who have to trust
them and have to deal with them, which costs a lot of
time.

At Eclat World Managers have to focus only on their assets and their trades, the thing they are good at. No
bureaucracy, no acquisition, no dealing with clients. Good traders will get more Assets under Management and
therefore more commission, automatically.

Solution: Eclat World Ecosystem & ELT Token
The general idea of a mutual fund is basically pooling your money with the money of other investors and investing it
in a portfolio of different assets. The Eclat World token (ELT) is a Global Fund, managed by many Managers in a
decentralized and smart way to get the best outcome.
When Investors buy a Share of the Eclat Token, their deposit is converted into Eclat - ELT Token Shares which
represent their ownership in Eclat Token and is fully backed by a collateral in the smart contract. As it is only one
global fund, Investors don’t have the agony of choosing the right assets. There is just one fund to invest in. The
decentralized implementation of the project ensures that the investors stay in control of their fund. They just have to
connect their BEP-20 Wallet with the platform and can invest with a few clicks.
The fund distribution between the asset managers gets optimized automatically without any influence from outside.
Everything is coded in Smart Contracts. The best traders and asset managers get the biggest share of AUM
(Assets under Management) while bad traders lose shares or even their complete stake, if they made too many
wrong choices. To automate this process a so-called Reputation Token for Managers was created (read more about
it here).
For Traders Eclat World is a great opportunity to start managing funds. As the Eclat ecosystem and the ECLAT ELT token is fully decentralized protocol, everybody can start with just a few steps to participate as an asset
manager. This will enable many good traders, who traded so far only in private or for small groups, to provide their
expertise to a broader audience.
Of course, this open approach could also attract some unskilled traders, but there are mechanisms built in to
separate the wheat from the chaff quickly.
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Good Traders can build their reputation and can earn great trading commissions of up to 15% of revenues, based
on their managed (Assets under management) AUM. As the reputation grows so does their AUM.
Good performance of the fund will attract more investors which again grows the AUM for each Trader. The growth of
the fund on the other hand will attract more good traders which stabilizes the performance of the fund. It’s a win win
for everybody.

How it works
For Investors
Eclat world built a strong decentralized finance smart contract platform on the Binance Smart chain. If you have
already an BEP-20 Wallet you can access the Platform through Meta-mask, Trust-wallet or the Service of

walletconnect through Eclat World Dapp protocol.

Staking
When your Wallet is connected with the Eclat world platform and you have BNB and you can easily stake in the
Eclat World ecosystem by clicking on the confirm Button in your Dashboard. Then choose the amount of shares you
want to stake and buy ECLAT - ELT Token you want to use for purchase. Make sure to have enough ELT Token in
your wallet. After clicking on "Buy" you need to confirm your transaction in the app or in Meta-mask or trustwallet. As
the transaction will take place on the bscscan it can take a while until the transaction went through.
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ECLAT (ELT) A Future Asset?

"Imagine if it took 3.8 seconds to settle a digital transaction"

With further capitalization of the Binance Smart-chain, the need for smart contracts and smart tokens have risen for
multiple service sectors. The ECLAT is being launched to align itself with the growing market of users of the Digital
Coins and Tokens. ECLAT will target the hospitality, travel and tourism industry to make smart contracts and smart
agreements running on multiple blockchain ecosystems. What are smart tokens are based on the revolutionary
smart chain that enables to settle contracts and send payments over the internet with fixed rules and without a third
party?
Smart chain based Smart tokens is issued to users to help facilitate transactions against services & products. The
ECLAT will be built on the Binance Smart chain. Like the Binance and Bitcoin, the ECLAT token also aims to
facilitate services between people and establishments without the presence of any intermediary and is an extremely
cost-effective manner. If you still don't understand what smart tokens are? Don’t worry, no one understood the
Internet when it was launched in the 90s. A lot of innovation around the internet happened before people started to
understand what it was. Look where we are now, the same type of innovation is happening again with
cryptocurrency. The Internet changed the ways of communications. “The digital currency is going to change the
ways of the money.”

ECLAT Mission Statement is as Follows;
Goals for the ECLAT token:
1. To saturate our 100 Million limited supply to achieve scarcity and increase demand.
2. Extend global reach.
3. Connect with a diverse range of channel partners.
4. Steady return of investment for stakeholders.
5. Deliver prosperity of future growth to its worldwide blockchain community

ECLAT is “SAFE” ?
By buying ECLAT-ELT Tokens & ECLAT World decentralized smart contract platform, you not only get a smart
digital currency but you have also unintentionally or intentionally become a part of something great. That something
great is the new economic boom of the digital smart token network on the blockchain ecosystem. Unlike most
physical currencies, the digital-currency is issued according to fixed rules. The real idea behind ECLAT was to create
a digital currency with a value that couldn't be monopolized or controlled by any central authority. The sooner this
rationalization hits the public, the quicker they will draw to use the ECLAT Tokens against various networks of
service. The true value and beneficiary of using our smart token is to be able to redirect benefit without having to
share with any intermediaries.
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Future of ECLAT - ELT Token Reputation

ECLAT - ELT Distribution & the Reputation
To distribute the ELT between the Eclat world ecosystem & its users automatically a so called Reputation Token has
been implemented at the platform. Users can be bought ELT token through external exchanges and also they can
sell anytime. Every Eclat users has to buy the same amount of ECLAT Token at the Eclat world platform which
entitles to manage the Staking protocol. The amount of ECLAT ELT Token grows and decreases over time,
depending on the success of its holding day by day.
Why ECLAT - ELT Token?
Because like everything else, even assets are becoming smarter. To give you an example, think of assets in the
form of art, music, intellectual property, loyalty points, carbon credits, coupons etc.
Most of these are already digitalized but with a centralized mechanism and without blockchain. Imagine if all of the
above function as digital assets but in a decentralized blockchain platform. Similarly, when we look into the future of
smart devices, global data states:

The number of smart devices will exceed the number of human beings very shortly. Perhaps as early as 4 or 5
years. The creation of a digital currency network is inevitable.
The real reason why ECLAT ELT Tokens will work like hotcakes is simply that everyone wants to save money.
Smart tokens make high transaction fees a thing of the past. Another example of which can be understandable
relate to is, what name comes to mind when you think of smartphones. Apple, right?
Apple was not the company that invented smartphones. Smartphones were pretty much into play 10 years before
the launch of the first Apple phone. Compaq, the Palm Pilot and even Nokia toyed with the idea of smart devices
much earlier than anyone else. In today’s age almost all now carry an iPhone or smart device in our pocket, and with
pride. We depend upon these devices. Such is the power of the Smart device and such will be the power of the
smart currencies capitalizing on these smart devices.

What Value Does The ECLAT ELT Token Hold?
As per the current road map of Eclat world makes the ECLAT ELT token more powerful though its upcoming DeFi
Based protocol, where ELT token will use as transaction fee currency. In this Decentralized Finance history Firstly,
being Blockchain will used within the Eclat world ecosystem, it is not linked to any central authority, thus driving costeffectiveness. Secondly, it’s on the successful Binance smart chain, effectively adding value to millions of Binance
exchange users. Thirdly, the ECLAT- ELT token is a digitally signed stamped Smart Token. It is following a multilaunch broadcast strategy to be put out in the world with lots of noise.
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ECLAT Ecosystem Risk Threshold

Eclat World Risk Threshold
To handle the Eclat ELT token risk threshold, Eclat Smart contract connected with its Manual ELT token Burning
protocol which will automatically implement when the price goes down, and only Those ELT token will goes to
burning protocol which Eclat world will receive trough its whole transaction fee & collected through other commission
of Eclat world.
This Risk Threshold of Eclat - ELT token smart contract mechanism measures the amount of risk each burning
protocol has taken in a cycle, and only gives them the full commission amount if the risk they've taken exceeds a
certain threshold.
We measure the risk formula will is goes through this way:

And the Risk threshold we have chosen for each Burning

The proportion of the full ELT Token that each Burning wallet will receive is:
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ECLAT - ELT Token
Characteristics, Tokenomics and Distribution
ELT is the Token behind Eclat world and fuels the whole Eclat Ecosystem for its future. It’s an BEP-20 Token built on
the Binance Smart chain as the platform Eclat World itself. The Total Supply is 100,000,000 ELT. The Distribution
of the Token is as follows.

10%

ICO For New users

5%

IDO For All Users

10%

ECLAT World Ecosystem

2%

ECLAT Miscellaneous

24%

Eclat F&CA

49%

Reserve for Exchange

ECLAT - ELT TOKENOMICS

85% ELT Token Supply
is locked till completion
of Road-map to protect
Community trust

24% ELT Token
F&CA Locked in
0xde767811249b618985fb
e1562794d1943cd6e6a2

49% ELT Token Reserves
& Exchanges Locked in
0x24ee1e51d9cfe388cbe34
3b92de89fae829ee344

2% ELT Token Misc
Locked in
0xd463ce0d8cacd249b132
e85073ffec70c82b16e9

10% ELT Token Dev
Team Locked in
0x3d7f886c353c0fbf6e345
59155f0a2f89b7979a6
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ECLAT - ELT Token

As the Eclat - ELT Token has been integrated to the Binance Smart-chain for performance reasons the ELT Token
Distribution has to be Next Generation platform. While the hard cap of ELT Token remains at 100 Million.
ECLAT - ELT Token Whitelist
We need to understand who will become part of the ECLAT World ecosystem and to what extent the participants are
interested in its development. A White list process has been created for the most interested contributors in our
project. Final admission to the whitelist is at the discretion of ECLAT World.

ECLAT - ELT Token Distribution
The fixed supply of the ELT token is 100 Million, which is defined in a cryptographically binding smart contract and is
the sole medium of exchange for products, services, and/or incentives within the ECLAT ecosystem. On every
transaction, 0.20% transactional fee will be charged out of which 50% will be burned and the rest will be rewarded as
a token of appreciation to the existing community members.

ECLAT - ELT Staking
Introduction
Besides Staking in the Eclat world Global ecosystem you can grow your Capital by Staking ECLAT - ELT token. At a
very basic level, “staking” means locking your crypto assets for a certain period of time for a specific purpose. With
regard to ELT you'll get Rewards for decreasing the current circulating supply in the Market and stabilizing the ELT
price by locking your ELT on the Eclat world Platform. ELT tokens are reserved for "natural" Staking Rewards.
While ECLAT world ecosystem have to stake a specific amount of ELT it is an optional opportunity for Investors.
Affiliates on the other hand need to stake ELT in order to receive more Referral Commission.

ECLAT - ELT Ecosystem
Effective on-chain governance requires new technology such as DAOS, cryptographic voting systems, and
collaboration interfaces to be built, maintained, and updated. The ECLAT platform will take on this responsibility, and
provide highly effective tools for Dapp developers to utilize within the ECLAT gaming ecosystem.
As a result, developers will be able to focus on creating premium Dapp experiences, while allowing ECLAT to take
care of the platform, system, ecosystem development, and maintenance. If all goes well, the community will be the
greatest benefactors from this system. Users will be able to select from blockchain’s most premium gaming
experiences straight from their web browser and rest assured that their cryptocurrency is safe in an ecosystem built
by an experienced engineering team and rigorously tested to be safe and secure.
ECLAT will build this ecosystem through a process of constant self-assessment and development. Additionally, onchain governance will be used to target and fund improvements. The community will have a strong say on which
projects they want to see completed before updates are then launched on the network. The ECLAT gaming
ecosystem will also include the Following support.
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ECLAT Ecosystem & ELT Token Usage

Eclat World Early Factor
The earlier you start staking the greater your rewards. This is due to the Early Factor e(w). There is only a specific
amount of available ELT token for Staking. The staking rewards are reduced by the factor e(w) that depends on
the amount of ELT which has already been spent or is reserved. The less ELT are remaining for Staking the less
the APY (Annual Percentage Yield).

ECLAT will expand its existing technology architecture to include modules that enable the functions required for
consumers and professionals

ECLAT Ecosystem
Represents the collective components that comprise the ECLAT Core layer, O-chain Integration layer, and the
Decentralized layer that enable the capabilities powered by the ELT Token.
ECLAT Ecosystem Core Layer
Contains the proprietary modular components required to enable the Consumer journey. Consumers access
functionality via an easy-to-use mobile app, available in multiple languages. Service providers can integrate their
existing Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Electronic Records, and/or Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems through open Application Protocol Interfaces (APIs).
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ECLAT Ecosystem & ELT Token Usage

On-Chain Decentralized Integration Layer
Owned and managed by ELT. Used to present connectivity and development options that are not needed to be
stored in the Blockchain and to provide an API endpoint to easily access and embed data from the ecosystem
via any compatible website or application.
Decentralized Layer
Used to permanently store information on the Blockchain and to transparently automate permission-driven data
sharing, validated reviews, incentivization, and the payment layer of the ecosystem, while storing larger
quantities of data on the Inter Planetary File System (IPFS
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ECLAT Launchpad
People who join successful projects the first always benefit the most. Because they stick with the project from the
bottom, they deserve to enjoy the fruits of success. A crypto launchpad is the best place to find a project in its early
stage.
Crypto launchpads are platforms that allow blockchain-based projects to raise capital while giving access to earlystage token sales for their group of investors. Getting access to early-stage sales means a bargain price for the
investors before the public launch on the market. Also, because the cost of launching in a crypto launchpad is low,
increasingly more projects are heading towards launchpads for fundraising.
In Q4 2022 Eclat World is going to launch its own Launchpad to connect investors and highly promising blockchain
projects! ECLAT - ELT Token holders will be able to stake their ELT in order to participate in the crowdfunding.
With over 100.000 Members in the Eclat World ecosystem we will hit the market by storm.
More information coming soon.
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Challenges and Chances for ECLAT
Market
In the first chapters of the whitepaper it was clearly shown that the demand for decentralized finance and investing is
rapidly growing as locked funds in DeFi projects are reaching all time highs every few weeks. According to NewsPlatform Cointelegraph Total the assets under management of crypto funds worldwide doubled from 2018 to 2019
from 1 billion USD to 2 billion USD and it is expected to triple in 2020. Although small sums compared to conventional
asset classes the growth is outstanding and underline the great demand for crypto funds. Decentralized asset
management solutions are growing fast too. The Set Protocol vault of tokensets.com for example has grown from
$500,000 locked to $24 million in just over a year.

There is no question why this market is booming. According to Alpha-Week Crypto Hedge Funds outperformed the
traditional markets by far, making triple digit returns.

Competition
As shown above there are several “traditional” hedge funds in the cryptoworld. But Eclat World as a decentralized
solution has big advantages against these centralized funds. For instance, as it’s decentralized there are no
middlemen taking away a large portion of profits, like upfront fees or heavy management fees. This is a big benefit
for investors and managers. Eclat World is fully transparent due to the fact that it’s built on a blockchain.

Traditional Hedge Funds instead are not transparent at all. While traditional hedge funds usually have only few
strategies to execute Eclat World will have a vast amount of managers with their own strategies where the best
strategies will get the greatest shares.
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Challenges and Chances for ECLAT World

But not only traditional Hedge Funds are competitors. There are several competitors for Eclat World in the crypto
space, too: Melon and Tokensets are platforms that allow managers to create their own funds and portfolios.
It may be appealing at the first glance for asset managers to build their own funds with their own customer base but
it also comes with all the downside of attracting new customers and building one's reputation. On Eclat World on the
other hand, new asset managers would be able to start immediately with a share of the global fund and could
increase their share by improving the reputation.
Also for investors there is again the issue with the agony of choosing the best Managers while on Eclat World they
don’t have to choose, it is being optimized automatically. The Global Fund Solution btw. is not set in stone. Eclat
Worldis very flexible and multiple Funds can be created, if the demand asks for it.

Regulatory
There are some potential regulation challenges for Eclat World. Traditional Hedge Funds have to overcome a lot of
bureaucratic hurdles to finally start. This does not apply for decentralized solutions, yet. It is questionable how
decentralized solutions with no entity behind could be ever regulated, but this could somehow change in the future.
Decentralized solutions are disruptive in all manners. Therefore there are no regulatory frameworks for decentralized
solutions yet. It could be that in the future Eclat World will need an approval or kind of licensing from national
regulators.
Another issue could be the KYC/AML problem, which decentralized solutions face. Centralized margin exchanges
start having issues with regulators as the bitmex case in October 2020 shows. According to Cointelegraph the crypto
industry still has a lot of work ahead to meet KYC/AML standards.

Operational risks
Errors in the smart contracts or reference data could affect a lot of participants and could put big amounts of capital
in danger. To minimize the risk of flaws in the code base Eclat Worldis audited by one of the best auditors in the
crypto space, Quantstamp.
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ECLAT World Team
Each member of the Eclat World team has ample experience in the blockchain technology sectors. Our vision and
objectives are based on the foundation of having already collaborated with numerous investors seeking to participate
in lucrative projects in the crypto space, and the desire to facilitate access to the digital asset ecosystem.
As blockchain technology continues to change the way we do business across many industries, we believe that basic
business principles should be applied when developing applications in the blockchain space.
Although Eclat World is a decentralized project without any entity behind it the Team which realized the idea will
continuously develop the project to create the best decentralized investment solution.

Marie - Initiator
Marie is a successful author, global marketing expert and blockchain entrepreneur.
Marie then part of blockchain-hero.com and coinkurier.de team, two platforms and
crypto magazines which educate people about the unlimited possibilities of
blockchain technology.

Zak - Lead Tech
Zak is a highly skilled Developer who worked as lead developer at Bitwala in the
past. Since then he’s been the cofounder and CTO of another startup and now is
looking forward to apply his learnings to help kickstart Eclat World.

Jonas Mehmood - Lead Social Media
Jonas is an expert in Social Media Marketing and has an advanced knowledge in
the Blockchain Space. He knows exactly how to interact with his target group and
gain more reach.
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ECLAT Team
Each member of the Eclat World team has ample experience in the blockchain technology sectors. Our vision and
objectives are based on the foundation of having already collaborated with numerous investors seeking to participate
in lucrative projects in the crypto space, and the desire to facilitate access to the digital asset ecosystem.
As blockchain technology continues to change the way we do business across many industries, we believe that basic
business principles should be applied when developing applications in the blockchain space.
Although Eclat World is a decentralized project without any entity behind it the Team which realized the idea will
continuously develop the project to create the best decentralized investment solution.

Ararat T - Solidity Engineer
Ararat is a web and blockchain specialist who worked on many projects in the DeFi
space. He has a great understanding for architectural solutions and microservices
for blockchain

Oksana P - iOS Developer
Oksana has worked in the IT industry since 2013 and developed in this time many
mobile business applications mainly on iOS platforms. She has experience in
OOP, design patterns, RESTful web services, pixel perfect UI design and other
practices for high quality and production ready software.

Denys R - Android Developer
Denys is a DeFi enthusiast with a great experience in mobile development for
Android by working on many dApps in the past.
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Eclat World Roadmap

Q1 2021

Need,Identifi
cation and
Analysis

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

Idea Projection &
Implementation
Planning

Community

Q4 2022

Building Through
Eclat World

Launch Eclat World
NFT Marketplace

DAPP-Multi Utility
App

Launch Full-fledged Platform

Q4 2023

Q4 2024

Mining Facilities
Setup

Q1 2024

Listing of ELT with
Forex Pairs

Q1 2025

Launching of
Decentralized
Exchange

Staking & Liquidity Providers
To foster Liquidity on
decentralized exchanges

Q1 2022

Hiring of Experts
& Team

Q2 2023

Q1 2023

Staking Platform for
Eclat World

Q2 2022

Decentralized
Wallet

2023

Payment Aggregator

Roadmap,
Whitepaper and
ICO

Q3 2022

Listing with
multiple
exchanges

2022

Q4 2021

Utility Programmes
Liasioning & building
ecosystems

Q3 2023

Integration of
Ecommerce on
DAPP

Q2 2024

Start trading with
Forex Pairs

Q2 2025

Q3 2025

Setting up of
DAO

Issuing of
mining hubs
to
community
members
through ELT.

Crypto Digital
Banking

Q3 2024

Development of
Blockchain
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Thank You

Start Staking Now

